Internship Placement Vacancies (Urgent) - Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd
Jacqueline Wong Nyuk Chian [jacqueline.wong@mxns.com]
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Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2019 6:04 PM
To: Ahmad Aras Bin Nagoor Gunny [ahmadanas@unimap.edu.my]; Dr. Noor Hana Hanif Abu Bakar [hana_hanif@usm.my]; Ezlan
Bin Elise [ezelen@salam.utm.edu.my]; General [web_fsp@salam.utm.edu.my]; [Internship Coordinator [itie@ump.edu.my]]; Internship Coordinator [uplpsc@polinah.edu.my]; Lee Wai Leng [lee.wai.leng@monash.edu.my]
[Lim Jee Hock [limjhh@utar.edu.my]; Mohammad Hakim Uer [chnej@usm.my]; Nabilah [nabilah.azku@geoamatik.utm.my];
Nabilah Binti Mohd Yunus [nabilahb@utm.my]; Noor Hidayati Binti Abdul Rani [iakulitmp@yahoo.com]; Nor Aide Bt Yusoff
[aiadyusoff@unimap.edu.my]; Unit Perhubungan dan Lathian Industri PSIS, Nuraini Nasrudin [nuraini.nasrudin@nsu.edu.my]; Prof. Madya [jalam@um.edu.my]; Rusmawarni Binti Ramli [rusmawarni@unitl.edu.my];
San Amril Binti Samsudin [saniams@um.edu.my]; Siti Nam Weng [sticheng@utar.edu.my]
Cc: Mohamad Nordin Abdullah [mohamad-nordin.abdullah@mxns.com]; Chin Mean Teem [chin-mean.teem@mxns.com]; Yee
Teng Ng [yee-tesmpn@gmail.com]; Pui Wah Cheng [pui-wah.cheung@mxns.com]; Na Emah A Ubid
[naemah.ubid@mxns.com]; Jia Yi Ling [jia-yi.ling@mxns.com]; Yoke Fah Yew [yoke-fah.yew@mxns.com]

Dear All Coordinators,


My name is Jacqueline and I am pleased to inform that we have vacancies for our internship programme.

You may refer to our available intakes as per below:

a) Lab Department
   1. Penang Lab - 1 Vacancy - September 2019 Intake (Urgent)
   - 4 Vacancies - Year 2020 Intake
   2. Subang Jaya Lab - 2 Vacancies - September 2019 Intake (Urgent)
   - 6 Vacancies - Year 2020 Intake

b) ICS Department
   1. Penang Office - 1 Vacancy - Year 2020 Intake
   2. Subang Jaya Office - 1 Vacancy - September 2019 Intake (Urgent)
   - 1 Vacancy - Year 2020 Intake

I have listed our requirements as per below list:

a) Lab Department - Prefers candidate with Science field background
   (Chemistry / Microbiology) - Duration of Internship - 3 - 6 months

b) Industrial Consultancy Services Department (ICS) - Prefers candidate with Environmental-related background
   - Duration of Internship - 3 - 6 months

For those who are interested, kindly email the application details directly to me (jacqueline.wong@mxns.com), together with below supporting documents:

a) Resume
b) Academic Transcripts
c) Offer Letter from University
d) Kindly indicate the location and department they are interested in
e) Longest Available Date for Internship Duration

Do take note of below matters for all internship applications:

a) All trainees are under the responsibility of all the University Coordinators. Therefore, we appreciate your compliance to our company policies as part of relationship management. Failure to do so may result in the University being blacklisted from our list.

b) For cases where the candidates do not show up or resign during the internship period, all Coordinators are expected to source for another candidate as replacement for the vacancy.

c) We appreciate your assistance to communicate with the Trainees that any form of leaves is not allowed during the period and in cases where leaves are inevitable, kindly provide supporting documents from the university as proof.

Appreciate your assistance to forward to all relevant PIC within your university.

For further enquires / clarifications on the matter, feel free to drop an email to me directly and I will attend to you soon.

Thank you for your time.

Best Regards,

Jacqueline Wong

Acumen Scientific Sdn. Bhd. (514920-V)
Wisma Texchem Lot 808 & 809, Jalan Subang Perindustrian Subang
47610 Subang Jaya
Selangor, Malaysia.
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